
Fleaky
Flyers!

An animated sitcom about a multi-ethnic family 
that owns and operates a flying taxi cab. 



The Fleaky Family
• A wacky inventor, pilot, and Mom, Madison Fleaky
• A straight-laced, failed politician and Dad, Leopold Fleaky
• A slacker artist desperate for approval, elder son, Conrad Fleaky
• A courageous teen stuck in her mother’s shadow, Zora Fleaky
• A Nordic blonde baby always inches from danger, Gerkin Fleaky



A Multi-Ethnic Family
• Due to complications with Leopold’s sperm, the 

Fleakys adopted their three children.
• Madison and Gerkin are Caucasian.
• Leopold is Hispanic.
• Zora is African-American.
• Conrad is Asian-American.

• Though they might look a little different from one 
another, they are still a typical family.
• However, because they are multi-ethnic, the 

family experiences different perceptions, 
reactions, and stories based on their genetic 
backgrounds, offering viewers a unique 
perspective on modern American life.
• This is an opportunity to assemble a diverse 

team to tell these stories and bring them to 
life with real personal experience.



Five Years in the Future

• The show is always “five years in the future.”

• The world is slightly more advanced than ours, 
but in a believable way. 

• The Air Taxi has existed for a few years, but is not 
widely used due to its perceived danger.

• Madison invented her own engine and 
started the taxi service with her husband.

• Madison is constantly inventing gadgets.

• At least one wacky new invention per week.



Phoenix, Arizona
• A hot locale, piping with wildlife, artwork and culture

• Native American population
• Roadrunners, Cacti, Scorpions

• Plenty of open airspace for high-flying fun
• Desert dust clouds blown away during takeoff

World’s Largest Meteor Crater

• The Fleakys live in a real American city 
and have to deal with real problems.
• Not everyone takes kindly to their 

bizarre antics, but there is a whole 
city of potential in Phoenix.



Fleaky’s Garage
Parking Area / Flyer WorkspaceJunk Shop Atmosphere

Leo works at the 
Sales Counter at 
the front of the 
Garage

Conrad works at the 
Corner Café, a 
crappy café built 
into the front corner.



The Fleaky Flyer

A flying taxi capable of traveling around the world in seconds!
It’s homemade and constantly breaking, exploding, crashing.

Madison often modifies it with cutting-edge technology.



CHARACTER MASH-UP



Madison Fleaky

Inventor, Pilot, Matriarch!
• Inventor of the Fleaky Flyer

• Genius intellect
• Inventive, but obsessive

• Needs things done her way

• Tends to get carried away 
with wacky schemes
• Sees life as a grand 

experiment, wants to continue 
learning and pushing 
boundaries at all costs



CHARACTER MASH-UP



Leopold Fleaky

• A failed politician who cares 
about appearances.
• He is stylish and can be suave, 

but he is mired in insecurity 
because he lost his campaign 
for mayor.

• As a dad, he is always 
pushing for the family to be 
less freaky.
• He wants them to be seen as a 

prestigious, successful family.



CHARACTER MASH-UP



Conrad Fleaky

• A slacker-artist, Conrad 
embraces the family’s 
uniqueness, encouraging 
them to let loose and be wild.
• He wants to impress the family 

with his often obtuse artwork.

• He’s a talented artist, but not 
academically gifted.
• He’s also clumsy and seems 

like he might be a stoner.



CHARACTER MASH-UP



Zora Fleaky

• An ambitious, hard-working 
young woman constantly 
trying to break free from her 
mother’s controlling grasp.
• Zora is brave and 

accomplishes what she sets 
out to do. 
• She hates being babied.

• She is a pilot and engineer, 
science-minded, and a 
gamer.
• She sometimes rages online.



CHARACTER MASH-UP



Gerkin Fleaky

• The oft-forgotten Fleaky
• Gerkin is the youngest Fleaky

• Constantly forgotten by his 
parents until the last minute
• They often catch Gerkin seconds 

before he does something fatal

• Total Death Wish
• He joyfully rampages through life

• He fears nothing and no one

• Is a Viking at heart



Additional Characters

• The city of Phoenix is populated with friends and foes
• Katra Katri, a hard-hitting Indian-American reporter

• Investigates the Fleaky Flyer for potential danger

• Tries to find scandals related to Leo’s political ambitions

• Ludwig Uberheiss, a big-chinned douchey competitor
• Runs a more glamorous air taxi service

• His taxi has real flapping bird wings

• Very pretentious and obsessed with besting the Fleakys

• Portia, Zora’s hedonistic college-age friend
• The parents worry Portia is a terrible role model

• Zora really admires her

• Portia only cares about partying and is constantly broke



The Pilot

• The Fleakys accidentally crash into Kite Day 
after a rattlesnake stows away on the Flyer 
and sends them careening through the air

• Katra Katri, a local reporter, does a 
report on the Flyer being dangerous

• Zora wants to prove that the Flyer is so safe 
that even she can fly it

• However Madison’s helicopter parenting 
makes  Zora nervous

• She loses control, gets sick all over 
Katra Katri on live TV.

• Zora blames her Mom for being too 
controlling and making her anxious

• Meanwhile Conrad wants to impress his Dad 
by creating an avant-garde art piece

• Conrad’s art is so freaky it shocks the family

• Zora sneaks out with the Flyer to prove that 
she can concentrate when Madison isn’t 
watching

• Zora learns to pilot like a champ, 
going on a world tour with Conrad

• Conrad tries to fly, but crashes

• Feeling like a failure, Conrad runs away to a 
music festival where he meets other artists

• The artists recognize the Fleakys from 
Kite Day and form an angry mob 

• Zora concocts a plan to save the family, 
but it hinges on Madison having self-
control

• Can Madison reel in her obsessiveness to 
help her daughter? Can Zora keep her 
anxiety at bay when it really counts? 



Future Episodes

• Ludwig Uberheiss, operator of a rival air taxi service, challenges 
the Fleakys to a taxi race to see who can deliver the most 
passengers

• Leopold decides to run for mayor again, while the rest of the family 
tries not to be freaky in public (with limited results).

• The CIA wants to borrow the Flyer for a surveillance mission, using 
the Family’s taxi service as a cover for the operation they’re running

• Conrad’s pornographic art project gets him suspended from school, 
so Leo makes it his mission to make Conrad less freaky.

• Madison equips the Flyer with a water-system to combat forest 
fires, and makes the government look bad in comparison, resulting 
in a series of restrictive regulations of the Flyer and its airspace.



“Gadzooks! Fleakys, to the Skies!”

There’ll be more 
adventures flying your way 
in the not-too-distant 
future!

Thanks for viewing 
this presentation!

- Matt Shore, 2019


